As the power and capabilities of Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) grow, so do their size and complexity. To both decipher and improve ANNs, we need to build better tools that help us understand their inner workings. To that end, we introduce an algorithm called Subsets Regression on network Connectivity (SRC). SRC allows us to prune away unimportant nodes and connections in ANNs, revealing a core functional network (CFN) that is simpler and thus easier to analyze. SRC can also identify functional modules within an ANN. We demonstrate SRC's capabilities on both directly and indirectly encoded ANNs evolved to solve a modular problem. In many of the cases when evolution produces a highly entangled, non-modular ANN, SRC reveals that a CFN is hidden within these networks that is actually sparse and modular. That finding will substantially impact the sizable and ongoing research into the evolution of modularity and will encourage researchers to revisit previous results on that topic. We also show that the SRC algorithm can more accurately estimate the modularity Q-Score of a network than state-of-the-art approaches. Overall, SRC enables us to greatly simplify ANNs in order to better understand and improve them, and reveals that they often contain hidden modular structures within.
INTRODUCTION
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GECCO '16, July 20 -24, 2016 , Denver, CO, USA . Evolutionary or learning algorithms often produce entangled, non-modular networks (left). Upper Path (A): SRC identifies nodes it deems to be functional and responsible for an ANN's overall performance and prunes the rest, revealing a fully operational, functional, yet sparser core network (CFN). Lower Path (B): SRC identifies sets of nodes (red and blue) responsible for solving different subproblems. When those sets are combined a core functional network (CFN) is revealed, but so are functional modules; indicated by the red, blue, and black connections.
ing the inner workings of ANNs remains difficult because even small ones contain numerous components that interact in complex, non-linear ways.
This paper introduces two methods that help decipher ANNs. The first identifies nodes and connections responsible for an ANN's ability to solve an entire problem and prunes away everything else, leaving a simpler core functional network (CFN) to analyze ( Fig. 1 , Upper Path (A)). The second method identifies sets of nodes and connections responsible for an ANN's performance on specific subproblems and then combines those sets to reveal functional modules as well as a CFN (Fig. 1 , Lower Path (B)).
PREVIOUS WORK
A CFN is a simplified version of an ANN that still performs approximately the same function. The SRC algorithm introduced in this paper creates CFNs by pruning away unimportant nodes and connections. CFNs are easier to analyze because of the reduced volume of components. We are unaware of any previous work that simplifies ANNs for the purpose of analysis. Instead, previous pruning techniques centered on reducing computational costs during learning and execution, or producing ANNs that generalize better to new data [1] . These pruning methods focused on identifying influential nodes and connections based on their impact on performance [13] , the magnitude of weights [10] , or mutual information [30] .
The SRC algorithm we introduce provides a new mechanism for identifying functional modules within an ANN. Modules are clusters of highly interconnected nodes that are sparsely connected to other nodes [6, 17, 26, 29] . Functional modules are modules responsible for an ANN's ability to solve specific sub-components (subproblems) of an overall problem [17] . There has been a long history of identifying, quantifying, and encouraging network modules [6, 12, 21] .
The functionality of these modules has been inferred either through visual observations [6, 12] or by algorithmically determining that a node somewhere in the ANN solves a known subproblem [6] . SRC provides a new, more explicit method for identifying functional modules.
SRC was inspired by analysis techniques performed on large natural networks that quantified the relationship between neurons in natural brains [23, 24] or genes in Gene Regulatory Networks [9] through correlation. With SRC, to quantify the relationship between nodes within ANNs, we implement regression, specifically subsets regression, instead of correlation. Regression is implemented instead of correlation or other analysis techniques like mutual information because regression is better equipped to analyze systems with multiple inputs. Regression will be explained in the next section, but in essence the coefficient of determination (R 2 ) calculated during regression is analogous to correlation, and can quantify the relationship between nodes within an ANN.
Subsets regression, and similar techniques such as LASSO [27] , have been incorporated in machine learning to reduce the dimensionality of inputs in order to ease computation and improve generalization, but have not been applied to an ANN's nodes and connections in order to analyze or simplify it. In this work the application of subsets regression on an ANN's connectivity (SRC) provides one of the first approaches to identify CFNs and functional modules, both of which can aid our understanding of ANNs.
METHODS

Retina Problem
To test the abilities of SRC we applied it to ANNs evolved to solve the retina problem [12] (Fig. 2) . We chose the retina problem because it is a well known test domain featuring numerous experiments that investigate various strategies for producing modular ANNs [4, 6, 12, 28] . We tested SRC on ANNs evolved with a direct encoding to maximize performance with and without a connection cost (PCC-Direct and PA-Direct) [6] , and ANNs evolved with an indirect encoding (HyperNEAT-LEO [28] ) to maximize performance with and without a connection cost (PCC-Indirect and PAIndirect) [28] . Direct and indirect encodings employ different methodologies for mapping genotypes to phenotypes, and produce irregular versus regular phenotypes, respectively [7, 25] . The addition of a connection cost during evolution can make the difference between modular and nonmodular ANNs [6, 8, 11, 18] . These strategies (treatments) Figure 2 : The Modular Retina Problem The modular retina problem is widely-used in modularity studies [6, 12] . Networks are presented with 8-bit input patterns and must recognize the presence of "objects", which are 4-bit patterns of interest. There are left-objects, which can appear in the leftmost 4 bits of an input pattern, and right-objects, which can appear in the rightmost 4 bits. Networks must fire (output a number > 0) only when both objects are present in the input. The modular solution to the retina problem involves an ANN separately solving the left-object and right-object pattern recognition tasks and then combining the output of those modules into a final AND module to produce the correct answer. Figure adapted from [12] , [6] , and [11] .
provide an opportunity to test SRC on ANNs that look and function differently, yet still solve the same problem.
All ANNs were evolved with the Sferes2 platform [20] following the procedures and parameters from [11] . 30 runs were performed for each direct treatment and all produced perfect solutions. For the indirect treatments many more runs had to be performed in order to obtain at least 30 perfect solutions (67 for PA-Indirect and 57 for PCC-Indirect). Only perfect solutions were analyzed through SRC because they had the highest probability of possessing core functional networks (CFN) and functional modules that solved the entire retina problem or its subproblems.
Multivariable Regression
Subsets regression, which is at the heart of SRC, is a multivariable regression simplification technique [19] . The purpose of multivariable regression is to find a model that describes the relationship between the inputs and output of a system. When applied to an ANN, the model found describes the relationship between the signals coming into a node, also known as the predictor variables (x1, x2, ..., xp), and the output or activation of that node, also known as the response variable (y).
In this paper, the model built by multivariable regression to map the predictor variables (x1, x2, ..., xp) to the response variable (y) is a multilinear regression of the form:
I represents the 2nd order interactions between predictors. The 2nd order interactions are the pairwise combinations of predictor variables, minus repeats and combinations of predictors with themselves. Given p predictors there are
interactions.
The quality of the model, which is how well the predicted valueŷ matches the actual response variable y, is quantified via the coefficient of determination (R 2 ). R 2 is a value from 0 to 1 and is analogous to correlation. Given some model, the relationship or correlation between the predictor variables and response variable can be approximated by R 2 .
In multivariable regression a system can posses many predictor variables that are not needed to describe the system's output, and can therefore be pruned to simplify the model. Subsets regression is a method to reduce the number of predictor variables and find the best subsets of predictor variables that can still satisfactorily, according to the R 2 value, describe the output of the system. To illustrate how subsets regression works the next section steps through applying subsets regression on an ANN's connectivity (SRC).
Subsets Regression on ANN Connectivity
Subsets regression on an ANN's connectivity (SRC) consists of three basic steps that repeat. SRC begins with a Breadth First Search (BFS) starting at the ANN's output. In this first step (1) the output node is chosen as the system of interest to which multivariable regression is applied. The activation of the output node is the output of the system and the incoming signals from other nodes are the inputs. In the second step (2) SRC calculates the individual and combinatorial contributions from the incoming signals and their effect on the output node's activation. In the third step (3), SRC selects the input or groups of inputs that are most influential, and eliminates all of the incoming connections that do not play a significant role in activating the output node. The algorithm first attempts to select single connections, then pairs of connections, then triplets, etc.
The non-influential connections are trimmed from the ANN and the BFS continues expanding nodes for which the joining connection have not been removed. A new node is selected as the current system (1), the contribution of incoming connections is calculated (2) , and the most influential connections are kept while the non-influential ones are removed (3). The BFS ends once it has expanded all nodes, with the exception of the ANN's inputs nodes, that can be reached. The resulting ANN has been trimmed of all noninfluential connections and nodes revealing a core functional network (CFN). The next sections along with Figure 3 steps through the process of applying SRC to the retina ANN shown in Figure 1 (Upper Path (A)).
In the first step (1), the analysis begins at the output node o0, which is called the current response node (Fig. 3 , Top). The nodes 12 and 13 have outgoing connections to o0 and are called the predictor nodes. The activations of the response and predictor nodes are the response (y) and predictor variables (x1, x2, ..., xp) respectively, and relate back to the multivariable regression discussed previously.
In the second step (2), the predictor variables (node activations) for nodes 12 and 13 are combined into subsets ({12}, {13}, {12,13}). For p predictor variables there are 2 p -1 subsets. Each subset of predictor variables is fed through the multilinear equation (Eq. 1), and the multivariable regression finds the model between the subset and the current response variable y. Once the model is built the R 2 value is calculated. The higher the R 2 value the more influential that subset of predictor variables (activation of predictor nodes) is towards the response variable (activation of response node).
For the third step (3), in order to select the smallest subset with the highest R 2 , the subsets are first sorted from smallest to largest. Subsets of the same size, a tier, are then sorted again by their R 2 value from largest to smallest. For example, Figure 3 (Top) shows two tiers: tier1 with subsets of size 1 ({12} and {13}) and tier2 with the subset of size 
({12,13}
). Within tier1 subset {12} is higher than subset {13} because it has a larger R 2 value, 1.000 versus 0.138. SRC iterates through the tiers starting at the tier with the smallest subsets, tier1. Within a tier if the R 2 of one or more subsets satisfies a threshold, τ , then those subsets are selected and the tier iteration stops. To satisfy the threshold the R 2 of a subset must be greater or equal to τ . For ANNs analyzed in this paper τ starts at 1.000. In Figure 3 (Top) the subset {12} is selected with an R 2 value of 1.000. An R 2 of 1 means that by itself, node 12 can completely predict the activation of node o0. Node 13 is not needed and its removal simplifies the ANN without losing functionality.
While iterating through the tiers if no subsets are found that satisfy τ then τ is dropped by some amount, δ, and the iteration restarts. The iteration through the tiers repeats until subsets are selected or τ becomes less than 0. When a new response node is analyzed, τ resets back to 1. For all ANNs analyzed in this paper δ is 0.01.
At the end of the cycle once a subset or subsets are selected the nodes associated with those subsets, in this case node 12, are added to the CFN and to a list of response nodes to be expanded by the BFS. Note, input nodes are not added to the response node list. The BFS picks the next node to expand, which in this case is node 12. Node 12 is the new response node and the cycle repeats (Fig. 3, Middle) .
The last cycle of SRC occurs when the BFS expands the last node in the response node list, node 2 ( Fig. 3, Bottom) . No subset(s) of predictor variables for the nodes, i0, i1, i2, and i3, satisfies τ . τ is reduced until it gets to 0.76 where the subset {i0, i1, i2, and i3} in tier4 is selected. The nodes i0, i1, i2, and i3 are added to the CFN, but not to the response list because they are ANN input nodes. With no more nodes in the response list the analysis stops, revealing 
Bias Nodes
Regression, like correlation, cannot identify predictor variables that are constant. Bias nodes, which have constant outputs, are known to be very important for ANNs and should be retained during SRC. To mitigate the removal of bias nodes during SRC, any predictor node whose activation has zero variance, indicating a constant output (bias node), is deemed to be functional and retained in the CFN. These bias nodes are not added to the list of response nodes and will not be expanded by the BFS. Bias nodes are indicated by thin connections to the CFN (Fig. 1, Final CFNs) . Figure 4 presents a simple demonstration of how SRC can identify functional modules. During SRC, if we feed all possible inputs to a simple ANN evolved to solve the AND problem, the nodes and connections that contribute to the ANNs ability to answer the overall problem are identified revealing a CFN (Fig. 4, Left) . This procedure of using all the inputs patterns is demonstrated on the retina problem in Figure 1 (Upper Path (A) ).
Functional Modules
If we only feed the ANN inputs that send a '1' to the left input then the left input node is constant, it's always True (Fig. 4, Middle) . During SRC the left input node is invisible to the regression and is not picked up. On the other hand the nodes and connections that encode for the right input and the AND are picked up because they are constantly changing and actively determining whether the ANN fires or not. Conversely, if we then only feed the ANN inputs that send a '1' to the right input then the right input becomes invisible and the left input and AND nodes are picked up by SRC (Fig. 4, Right) .
In the case of the retina ANN, we can break up the input patterns in a similar manner. If we feed input patterns to the ANN that only contain the left-objects, then as a whole, the nodes and connections that encode the left-object (leftobject functional module) have a nearly constant output and are invisible to SRC. This is not to say that individual nodes within the left-object functional module are constant. Rather the final node(s) within the left-object functional module, which distill the left-object information and answer the subproblem, will always be on. These final left-object subproblem nodes are pruned from the ANN because SRC does not see them, and when these nodes are removed everything upstream of them goes as well. The only functional modules that are picked up by SRC are those that encode the right-object and AND subproblems (Fig. 1, Lower Path (B) ) because they are changing and actively determining whether the ANN fires or not. If we feed input patterns to the ANN that only contain the right-objects the converse occurs and the functional modules responsible for the left-object and ANN subproblems are isolated.
When the sub-networks identified from feeding only leftobject or only right-object inputs are combined, the nodes common to both sets are those that encode for the AND subproblem. They are marked with black connections in the final CFN in Figure 1 (Lower Path (B) ). The nodes exclusive to both sub-networks are the nodes that encode for the left-object and right-object subproblems. They are marked with red and blue connections in the final CFN in Figure 1 (Lower Path (B) ).
The identification of these sub-networks through the variation of inputs patterns requires a bit more domain knowledge. The experimenter must have a sense of what input patterns cause certain nodes and connections of a ANN to be constant (invisible) or active (visible). The pay off to incorporating domain knowledge into the SRC analysis is the identification of functional modules along with the CFN.
Knockout Analysis
To evaluate whether the CFNs and functional modules identified by SRC posses nodes and connections responsible for overall performance or subproblems we applied a knockout analysis. For every connection in an original ANN, the ANN is rerun with that connection removed. A new fitness is obtained and the number of nodes that solve subproblems [6] is recalculated. The new fitness and number of subproblem nodes is compared to the original ANN's fitness and number of subproblem nodes to calculate a percent reduction. The percent reduction in fitness and subproblems is tabulated and binned depending on whether the removed connection was part of the CFN (functional or non-functional), was a random connection within the ANN, or if the connection belonged to a functional module.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Core Functional Network
To test its ability to identify CFNs, we applied the default SRC algorithm (Fig. 1, Upper Path (A) ) to ANNs that solve the retina problem. Figure 5 shows examples of PA-Direct, PA-Indirect, and PCC-Indirect ANNs before and after CFN identification. PCC-Direct is omitted because its ANNs are so sparse that SRC does not prune any connections.
SRC removes non-functional connections from ANNs. We know the connections are non-functional because, with the exception of PCC-Direct, many of the ANNs lose a significant number of connections (Fig. 6 , Right) yet median fitness does not drop (Fig. 6, Left) . In fact when a knockout analysis is performed, the removal of a connection SRC determines to be non-functional has almost no effect on fitness, and that effect is significantly less (p < 0.001) than the effect of removing a random connection (Fig. 7) . We can also conclude that the connections identified as functional are in- For some of the ANNs, even though the CFN is visually more modular, a lower or almost equivalent modularity score (Q), compared to the original, is calculated revealing a potential shortcoming with the Q-Metric [16, 21] . Inset text displays the fitness (F), modularity (M), and number of connections (N) for the original ANNs and simplified CFNs. Nodes or pairs of nodes that solve the retina's three subproblems-left-object, right-object, or AND-are labeled with an L, R, or A. Neurons that solve subproblems are identified as in [6] . The networks displayed were chosen to best illustrate the hidden modular structure revealed by pruning. PCC-Direct networks look qualitatively similar to the CFN networks from all three treatments shown. All ANNs and CFNs from this paper can be found at evolvingai.org/SRC and additional PCC-Direct networks from a previous study can be seen in [6] . deed so, because on average removing one produces a drop in fitness that is significantly larger than removing a random connection (Fig. 7, p < 0.05) .
PCC-Direct networks lose no connections during simplification because there are no non-functional connections to prune. The inability to prune PCC-Direct ANNs without hurting performance makes sense because a connection cost pressures them to be as sparse as possible while solving the problem, therefore there should be nothing to prune.
An interesting takeaway from the CFN simplification is that for the highly entangled, non-modular treatments-PA-Direct, PCC-Indirect, and PA-Indirect-not all connections are needed. ANN researchers commonly assume that Figure 7 : Knockout of functional and non-functional connections. The removal of a connection SRC deems to be non-functional has almost no impact on fitness, while the removal of a connection SRC deems to be functional severely impairs an ANN's ability to solve the problem. With the exception of PCC-Direct ANNs, connections identified by SRC as non-functional have significantly less impact on fitness than random connections (p < 0.001). Connections identified by SRC as functional have significantly more impact on fitness than random connections (at least p < 0.05). Because SRC prunes no PCC-Direct connections, no connections are deemed non-functional and the set of connections identified by SRC as functional is the same as the set of random connections.
such highly entangled, non-modular ANNs distributively encode information throughout all connections within the network [6, 12] . For all treatments save PCC-Direct, not all connections are functional (Figs. 6 and 7 ). The Q-Metric, the state of the art in module identification, can only be calculated after a modular split is decided upon [16, 22] . State-of-the-art approximations [21] can make mistakes identifying modules within ANNs resulting in inaccurately low Q-Scores. Left: Modularity (Q-Score) of treatments before and after SRC simplification. There is no significant difference (p > 0.05) between the original ANNs and simplified CFNs, across all treatments, even though the CFNs visually appear more modular than the original ANNs (Fig. 10) . Right: Examples of CFNs with correct and incorrect module labeling (node colors). Even though all networks posses the same modular structure-a module on the left, a module on the right, and a module downstream of both-the node labeling (colors) and Q-Score for the CFNs are not consistent. Figure 5 look more modular after simplification, but their modularity Q-Scores do not significantly increase (Fig. 8, Left) . The widely-used Q-Metric, for quantifying modularity, can only be generated for a network given a modular decomposition [16, 22] . Finding the optimal modular decomposition that maximizes the Q-score is computationally intractable, even for small networks, so fast approximation algorithms are employed. The networks in this paper are partitioned by a state-of-the-art community detection algorithm that splits a network based on the largest eigenvalues of a modularity matrix [21] . Our results show that the state-of-art is imperfect.
Many of the CFNs in
All the ANNs in Figure 8 (Right) posses the same structure; a module on the left, a module on the right, and a module downstream of the left and right modules. An effective community detection algorithm should place (label) nodes into these three obvious modules, but for many ANNs the eigenvalue-based algorithm does not produce a sensible modular split (Fig. 8, Right) , resulting in CFNs that are visually more modular than the original ANNs not receiving meaningfully higher Q-Scores (Fig. 8, Left) .
The inconsistent labeling of nodes highlights that the eigenvalue-based approximation of the optimal modular split for the Q-Metric is imperfect. Through the application of SRC we have demonstrated another flaw or rather limitation. In Figure 5 we showed that hidden underneath highly entangled, non-modular ANNs there can exist modular structures. A community detection algorithm based on modularity maximization will never be able to discover these hidden modular structures because the Q-metric only takes into account a network's topology, not network activity, when identifying modules [16, 21] . In the next section we show that SRC can find functional modules in the midst of highly entangled ANNs (Fig. 1, Lower Path (B) ), and that those modules can serve as a better modular decomposition than the state-of-the-art approximation, yielding higher (and thus, by definition, more accurate) Q-Scores. Figure 10 shows a selection of CFNs created by first identifying modules deemed functional by SRC. The modules (colored connections) visually line up with the expected modular decomposition of the retina problem. Blue and red connections line up with the left-object and right-object modules, while black connections line up with the AND module (Fig. 2) . Moreover, neurons that solve subproblems are found within the appropriate module (Fig. 10) . SRC thus appears to be discovering functional modules. Next we quantitatively test that hypothesis via a knockout analysis. Figure 9 : Percent drop in subproblems after knockout. The removal of connections within specific modules that SRC identifies as being functional disrupts an ANN's ability to solve specific subproblems, supporting the notion that the modules are indeed functional. Figure 9 shows that a knockout of connections within the modules identified by SRC affects the CFNs ability to solve subproblems. When connections in the blue module are removed, only the left-object and AND subproblems are affected. When connections in the red module are removed, only the right-object and AND subproblems are affected. Finally, when connections in the black module are removed, only the AND subproblem is affected. The congruency with the known modular decomposition of the retina problem and the targeted influence of the modules on subproblems supports the claim that the modules identified through SRC encode those subproblems and are indeed functional.
Functional Modules
Previously we showed that the eigenvalue based community detection algorithm can fail to find an appropriate modular split in clearly modular networks (Fig. 8, Right) , resulting in lowered than expected Q-Scores (Fig. 8, Left) . The functional modules found through SRC line up very well with the expected retina modules (Fig. 10) . If nodes are placed into modules based on their location within the functional modules (Fig. 11, Top) , the node coloring makes much more sense, and a new Functional Q-Score can be calculated. The Functional Q-Scores for all treatments are significantly higher (at least p < 0.05) than their original ANN Q-Scores (Fig. 11, Bottom) . Thus, given some domain knowledge to identify functional modules, SRC improves over the state-ofthe-art in approximating modular decompositions that improve our ability to accurately provide modularity Q-scores for networks, a technique that can improve analyses in all the diverse fields of network science that measure modularity. The functional modules identified through SRC can be a template for placing nodes into their correct modules resulting in elevated, and more realistic Q-Scores. Top: The module labels (node colors) for many networks doesn't always put nodes into reasonable modules. When nodes are placed in modules, based on their locations within the functional modules, the modules make more sense. Bottom: Original ANN, CFN, and Functional Q-Score for all treatments. Most treatments do not see a significant increase in CFN modularity yet many CFNs look more modular. When the functional modules act as a template for the proper placement of modules the QScores for all treatments, with the exception of PA-Indirect, rises significantly (p < 0.05). Note, the CFN modularity of PA-Indirect is higher than it was in Figure 8 . The functional module CFNs were slightly sparser and more modular than the default SRC CFNs.
Revealing Hidden Modular Structures in
Seemingly Non-Modular Networks SRC has revealed that hidden within the seemingly nonmodular PA-Direct, PCC-Indirect, and PA-Indirect ANNs there are indeed modular CFNs and functional modules. Surprisingly, CFNs from these treatments are quite similar in architecture to PCC-Direct ANNs, which are arguably the ideal modular structure on this problem [6] . Three lines of evidence support this conclusion. First, a visual inspection of their CFNs reveals modular structures and functional modules similar to PCC-Direct ANNs (Figs. 5 and 10) . Second, there is no significant difference between the number of connections of PCC-Direct ANNs and PA-Direct or PCCIndirect CFNs ( Fig. 6 ; p > 0.05). Third, while significant (p < 0.05), there is only a slight difference between the Functional Q-Score of PCC-Direct compared to PA-Direct or PCC-Indirect (Fig. 11, Bottom) . All told, these lines of evidence suggest that PA-Direct networks are potentially far more similar to PCC-Direct networks functionally than was previously thought [6] , especially with regards to their modularity. While less surprising, PCC-Indirect ANNs also appeared more different from PCC-Direct ANNs than their CNFs suggest they are. In contrast, the differences between PCC-Direct and PA-Indirect persists after SRC pruning.
Our discovery that some non-modular networks have hidden modular structures within them is an important revelation that can greatly contribute to the substantial scientific effort to understand modularity [4, 6, 12, 28] . Recall that the ANN treatments in this study have previously been used to better understand the evolution of modularity [6, 11] . In particular, important conclusions were made based on the differences in sparsity and modularity between PCC-Direct and PA-Direct ANNs [6] . SRC reveals that perhaps the meaningful differences between ANNs from these two treatments is smaller than previously concluded because, hidden within some seemingly non-modular ANNs, are modular solutions. That said, statistically significant differences in modularity Q-scores remain between PCC-Direct ANNs and PA-Direct CFNs. Additionally, we know from [6] that PCC-Direct networks evolve to a higher performance faster and are more evolvable than PA-Direct networks. Our work thus motivates interesting, exciting future research into what the main differences are between these treatments and why those differences contribute to different evolutionary dynamics and levels of evolvability.
FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSION
Our results demonstrate that SRC is effective at revealing core functional networks and hidden modularity in ANNs evolved for the retina problem. In future work, we will compare it to other simplification techniques and on other problems and types of neural networks. An interesting control would be to test if ANNs simplified through the removal of low magnitude weights could also produce CFNs. Regarding other domains, our preliminary results, which we will present in a future paper, suggest that SRC is similarly effective at identifying CFNs and functional modules in ANNs evolved to solve a hierarchical problems [18] and problems that require intralife learning [8] . We will also test SRC on ANNs with multiple outputs, such as those that control simulated robots [5, 15] or Deep Neural Networks trained to recognize handwritten digits [14] . With ANNs with multiple outputs, we apply SRC to each output and it finds the sub-network that is responsible for the activation of that output.
In this paper we presented SRC, a new algorithm that can simplify an ANN down to its functional core to simplify analysis. It can also identify functional modules within an ANN. When applied to ANNs evolved to solve the retina problem, a heavily explored test domain in modularity, previously hidden structures were discovered amongst ANNs thought to be non-modular, which should greatly impact ongoing research into modularity. We also showed how SRC-identified functional modules can better estimate the optimal modular decomposition of a network than state-of-the-art approaches, which improves the accuracy of the widely-used modularity Q-Score. Overall, the discovery of hidden modular structures within seemingly non-modular ANNs is an example of how SRC can improve our ability to understand ANNs, which will increase our ability to improve them.
